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The elementary excitations of a fractional quantum Hall liquid are quasiparticles or quasiholes
which are neither bosons nor fermions, but so-called anyons. Here we study impurity particles
immersed in a quantum Hall liquid which bind to the quasiholes via repulsive interactions with the
liquid. We show that the angular momentum of an impurity is given by the multiple of a fractional
“quantum” of angular momentum, and can directly be observed from the impurity density. In
a system with several impurities bound to quasiholes, their total angular momentum interpolates
between the values for free fermions and for free bosons. This interpolation is characterized by the
fractional statistical parameter of the anyons which is typically defined via their braiding behavior.
Introduction. When quasiparticles emerge from
strongly correlated quantum matter, their properties can
be quite different from those of the matter particles. A
paradigm are bulk excitations in fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) liquids: The liquid is made of interacting elec-
trons, but its excitations appear as fractional electrons,
having fractional charge, fractional angular momentum,
and fractional exchange statistics [1–4]. With this, they
are neither bosons nor fermions, but so-called anyons. To
date, the best experimental evidence of fractional quasi-
particles is obtained by determining the fractional charge
via shot noise measurements [5]. Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometry [6–8] and beamsplitter experiments [9] have pro-
vided signatures of fractional statistics. Strong efforts
to improve the experimental evidence of anyons concern
the implementation of FQH physics in highly controllable
quantum systems such as cold atoms [10, 11] or photonic
quantum simulators [12]. Light-matter interactions can
create and trap fractional quasiparticles in atomic gases
[13] or electronic systems [14], and may facilitate braiding
operations [13, 15–17]. It has also been suggested to ob-
serve the fractional exclusion principle spectroscopically
in atomic systems [18], graphene [19], or magnetic ma-
terials [20]. Moreover, signatures of fractional statistics
are carried by the total angular momentum of a frac-
tional quantum Hall system, which can be measured by
time-of-flight imaging [21]. It has also been proposed to
engineer anyonic systems through appropriately defined
bath interactions [22, 23]. Various works propose to use
impurities which bind to fractional quasiparticles [24–28],
and which then exhibit features such as fractional relative
angular momentum [24], non-Abelian or Abelian statis-
tics [25, 26], or quantized transport properties [27, 28].
Here, we take up the idea of binding impurities to
quasiholes in a FQH liquid. First, we consider a single
impurity and show that its angular momentum is frac-
tional (in units ~ ≡ 1). Then, by adding more impurities,
taken as non-interacting fermions, we observe how the
“anyon sea” is filled. Specifically, we show that the total
angular momentum of the impurities matches neither the
value from a fermionic construction, that is by filling the
single-particle levels, nor the value of bosonic condensa-
tion. Instead, the total angular momentum is reproduced
by a linear interpolation between fermionic and bosonic
distribution, proportional to α = 1 − ν. Here, ν is the
filling factor of the FQH liquid, and α equals the anyons’
statistical parameter.
While our results are obtained by numerically solving
the underlying quantum Hall model, they can also be
understood from fundamental theoretical concepts, and
may thus serve as an illustration thereof. In fact, the
relation of anyonic physics and fractional quantization of
angular momentum dates back to earliest work on the
subject: In Wilczek’s picture of anyonic statistics [2], the
fractional behavior emerges through the attachment of
matter particles to fluxes, i.e. vortex lines. In Laughlin’s
wave function for FQH liquids [3], the matter particles
appear as fluxes seen by the quasihole, and on a mean-
field level, this flux attachment re-defines the quasiholes’
effective vacuum, i.e., the effective magnetic field seen by
the quasiholes. In Ref. [24], this reasoning has already
been employed to explain the fractional relative angular
momentum between two anyons, which can be measured
via the correlation function of impurities bound to quasi-
holes. In the present Letter, we demonstrate that the
properties of the anyon vacuum and fractional angular
momentum can even be probed with a single excitation.
The fractionalization of angular momentum can directly
be inferred from the density of impurities bound to quasi-
holes, making it easily accessible in experiment.
The characterization of the single-particle levels pro-
vides crucial information which we then use to reveal the
anyonic quantum statistics of the impurities. Usually,
the statistical behavior of anyons is defined by consider-
2ing adiabatic braiding operations [4]. In contrast, this
Letter examines how the many-body angular momentum
of several impurities is composed of the single-particle
values, which yields an immediate fingerprint of the dis-
tribution function describing the anyon statistics. In ac-
cordance with the general expectation [29], this distribu-
tion interpolates between Bose and Fermi statistics, and
strikingly, even for very small systems, the statistical pa-
rameter obtained from the interpolation agrees almost
perfectly with the predictions from an effective impurity
Hamiltonian [26].
System. The system consists of two types of particles a
and b: Majority particles (a type) form a FQH liquid with
Landau filling fraction ν = 1/q, in which impurity par-
ticles (b type) are immersed. For simplicity, we assume
similar single-particle physics for both species: They have
equal mass M , are trapped in the xy-plane by harmonic
potentials of frequencies ωa and ωb, and are brought into
the lowest Landau level by a sufficiently strong gauge
potential A = B2 (−y, x, 0). In this gauge, the Fock-
Darwin functions, ϕm(z) = (2πm!2
m)−1/2zme−|z|
2/4, are
characterized by an angular momentum quantum num-
ber m. The corresponding single-particle energies are
ǫm,s = ~mΩs, with s ∈ {a, b}, and Ωs ≡
√
ω2B + ω
2
s−ωB.
Here, ωB = eB/M is the cyclotron frequency, with e the
electric or synthetic charge of the particles. The coor-
dinates z = (x + iy)/lB are given in units of the os-
cillator length lB = (~/MΩs)
1/2, which depend on the
trapping frequency. We assume ωa ≈ ωb ≪ ωB, such
that Ωa ≈ Ωb, and the length scale lB takes the same
value for both a and b.
To make the a particles form a FQH liquid, we con-
sider repulsive interactions. Conveniently, interactions
are expressed by Haldane pseudopotentials Uℓ, which
parametrize the strength of interactions for pairs of par-
ticles with fixed relative angular momentum ℓ [30]. By
truncating the pseudopotential expansion at ℓ = q (i.e.
by setting Uℓ = 0 for ℓ ≥ q), we obtain a parent Hamilto-
nian for the Laughlin liquids at ν = 1/q. Its ground
state is exactly given by the Laughlin wave function
Ψq ∼
∏
i<j∈a(zi − zj)qe−
∑
i
|zi|
2/4, and it has zero in-
teraction energy. The total angular momentum of the
Laughlin ground state is Lq =
q
2Na(Na−1), with Na the
number of a particles. No eigenstates of zero interaction
energy are possible for La < Lq, and within the Hilbert
space with La = Lq, the Laughlin wave function Ψq is
non-degenerate. Laughlin liquids can be formed either by
fermionic or bosonic a particles, depending on whether q
is odd or even.
When the angular momentum of the liquid is increased
above Lq, i.e. for La = Lq + d with d > 0, the liq-
uid can accommodate a characteristic number Nd of
zero-energy modes. Their wave function is of the form
Ψαq,d = f
α
d ({zi})Ψq, where fαd ({zi}) is an arbitrary sym-
metric polynomial of degree d. The index α runs from
d 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Nd 1 1 2 3 5 7 11
Nd,imp 1 2 4 7 12 19 30
TABLE I. Number Nd of edge modes in the Laughlin liquid of
degree d, and number Nd,imp of zero-energy modes of degree
d in the presence of an impurity.
1 to Nd, and Nd equals the number of partitions of the
positive integer d. These states describe deformations at
the edge, when d ∼ 1, but for d ∼ Na they may also
describe quasiholes in the bulk. Specifically, the function
Ψq,qh ∼
∏
i(w − zi)Ψq describes a quasihole at position
w. For w = 0, the factor
∏
i(w−zi) becomes a symmetric
polynomial of degree d = Na, and the state belongs to
the manifold of zero-energy solutions at La = Lq +Na.
The b species are taken as non-interacting fermions. To
bind to quasiholes of the Laughlin liquid, we consider a
sufficiently strong repulsive contact interaction between
a and b particles. This interaction allows for exchange
of angular momentum between the species, but the joint
angular momentum L = La + Lb remains a conserved
quantity. For the case of a single impurity, the quasihole
state Ψq,imp ∼
∏
i(w − zi)Ψq is a state of zero interac-
tion energy, where the dynamical variable w represents
the position of the impurity. The interspecies repulsion
makes this state non-degenerate at L = Lq +Na, and no
zero-energy states exist at L < Lq+Na. Degenerate zero-
energy solutions exist at L = Lq +Na + d with d > 0, of
the form Ψαq,m1,m2 ∼ wm1fαm2({zi})
∏
i(w− zi)Ψq, where
m1 andm2 are positive integers withm1+m2 = d. Thus,
the number of zero-energy modes at L = Lq +Na + d is
given by Nd,imp =
∑d
m2=0
Nm2 , see Table I.
Results for a single impurity. The Laughlin state Ψq
can be seen as an effective impurity vacuum, and the
states Ψq,imp and Ψ
α
q,m1,m2 define the ground state and
excited states of a single impurity. These states have to-
tal angular momentum L = Lq +Na and L = Lq +Na+
m1 + m2, but it is not immediately clear how the an-
gular momentum is distributed between the two species.
Let L0b denote the average angular momentum of the im-
purity in its ground state, i.e. L0b ≡ 〈Ψq,imp|Lˆb|Ψq,imp〉
with Lˆb the angular momentum operator for the b par-
ticle. Naively, one may expect that the angular momen-
tum Lmb of an impurity in its mth excited state, i.e. in
Lmb ≡ 〈Ψαq,m,d−m|Lˆb|Ψαq,m,d−m〉, is given by Lb = L0b+m.
However, as we show below, this is not the case. Instead,
the angular momenta of impurity levels differ by multi-
ples of a fractional value, suggesting the interpretation of
fractional quantization.
Analytical arguments for this behavior are based on
the notion that the impurity at w “sees” the majority
particles at zi as fluxes, reducing the effective gauge field
for the impurity to B∗ = B − 2πℓ2BρaB = B(1 − ν),
where ρa is the density of the majority particles [24].
3This leads to an increased magnetic length scale l∗B =
lB/
√
1− ν. Thus, the renormalized wave functions for a
single impurity are given by
ϕ˜m(w) =
√
(1− ν)m+1
2π2mm!
wme−(1−ν)|w|
2/4. (1)
In the limit of ν = 0, this wave function is identical to
the unrenormalized wave function ϕm(w) . The density
corresponding to ϕ˜m is given by
ρ˜m(w) = |ϕ˜m(w)|2 = (1 − ν)
m+1
2π2mm!
|w|2me−(1−ν)|w|2/2
=
∞∑
n=0
ρm+n(w)ν
n(1 − ν)m+1 (m+ n)!
m!n!
. (2)
In the second line, we have expanded the renormalized
density ρ˜m in terms of unrenormalized densities ρn+m =
|ϕn+m|2, corresponding to angular momentum n + m.
Thus, the average angular momentum Lmb of an impurity
in level m is given by
Lmb =
∞∑
n=0
(n+m)νn(1 − ν)m+1 (m+ n)!
m!n!
=
m+ ν
1− ν . (3)
In its ground state (m = 0), the impurity has average
angular momentum value L0b = ν/(1 − ν), and exciting
the impurity by one unit (from m to m+ 1) changes the
average angular momentum by ∆Lb = 1/(1 − ν) > 1.
The standard deviation is δLmb =
√
ν(m+ 1)/(1− ν), so
the relative error δLmb /L
m
b → 0 for large m.
We have used different methods to verify these re-
sults numerically: (i) Applying numerical diagonaliza-
tion to the pseudopotential Hamiltonian at fixed total
angular momentum L, the analytical construction of the
zero-energy modes can be verified, and in particular the
counting of Table I. We lift the ground state degeneracy
Nd,imp at L = Lq+Na+d by choosing the trap frequency
ωa slightly larger than ωb. The states within the quasi-
degenerate manifold are then energetically ordered de-
creasingly with the excitation levelm of the impurity: the
unique ground state is Ψq,d,0, followed by Ψq,d−1,1, and
subsequently two degenerate states Ψαq,d−2,2, etc. The
corresponding impurity angular momentum 〈Lˆb〉 is im-
mediately obtained from the numerical solution, and for
each m ≤ d, we find Nd−m degenerate states, in which
the impurity’s angular momentum matches very well
with the theoretically expected value Lmb = L
0
b +m∆Lb.
This behavior is exemplified in Fig. 1 for two cases corre-
sponding to Laughlin filling factors ν = 1/3 and ν = 1/5.
In this example, we have chosen d = 4 yielding twelve
quasi-degenerate states (left of the red-dotted vertical
line).
(ii) Eq. (3) can also be verified by evaluating the im-
purity angular momentum from the first-quantized wave
functions, either by symbolical operations (cf. Ref. [31]),
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FIG. 1. We plot the angular momentum 〈Lˆb〉 of an impurity
in a Laughlin liquid at (a) ν = 1/3 (Na = 8 particles at
L = L3 +Na +4 = 96), and at (b) ν = 1/5 (Na = 6 particles
at L = L5 + Na + 4 = 85). The twelve lowest states (on
the left to the red-dotted line) are states of zero interaction
energy. On average, the impurity takes fractionally quantized
values Lb =
m+ν
1−ν
(indicated through the blue-dashed lines).
or, attaining much larger system sizes (e.g. Na ∼ 40), nu-
merically via Monte Carlo integration method. We have
used this method to determine the impurity angular mo-
mentum of Ψq,1,0 for 2 ≤ q ≤ 6, which is accurately given
by L0b .
The fractional “quantization” of angular momentum
is reflected by the impurity density, plotted in Fig. 2(a).
Higher orbitals correspond to larger angular momenta
and are characterized by broader density profiles. More
quantitatively, there is a linear relation between the mean
square of the radial position, 〈r2〉, and the angular mo-
mentum m. In the absence of a liquid (i.e. for ν = 0), we
have 〈r2〉m ≡
∫∞
0 drr
3|ϕm(r)|2 = 2m+2. As we find nu-
merically, the slope of this curve changes at finite ν [see
Fig. 2(b)]. In this case, 〈r2〉m,q ≡
∫∞
0
drr3ρm,qb (r), where
the impurity density ρm,qb (r), corresponds to a many-
body state Ψαq,m,d−m, and is essentially independent from
the choice of d and α. Specifically, at ν = 0, the slope
of value 2 corresponds to integer quantization of angular
momentum, whereas at ν = 1/3 and ν = 1/5, the slopes
are increased by factors 3/2 and 5/4, in full accordance
with the expected “quantization” of angular momentum.
Generalization to Moore-Read liquid. The fractional-
ization of impurity angular momentum, as described by
Eq. (3), does not only apply to impurities in a Laughlin
liquid, but also in the non-Abelian Moore-Read liquid
incorporating the pairing of particles. Such liquid allows
for two types of quasiholes [32]: a “Laughlin”-like quasi-
holes, of charge νe, which is anticorrelated with all liq-
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FIG. 2. (a) We plot the radial density ρm,qb (|w|) of an im-
purity, which is excited to the mth level (m = 0, 1, 4), and
which is immersed in a FQH liquid at ν = 1/q (for q = 3 and
q = 5). For concreteness, we have assumed a liquid of Na = 8
particles at L = L3 +Na + 4 = 96 for ν = 1/3, and a liquid
of Na = 6 particles at L = L5 + Na + 4 = 85 at ν = 1/5,
and differentm levels correspond to different edge modes. We
also plot the density ρm(|w|) = |ϕm(w)|2 of a single impurity
in the absence of a liquid (ν = 0). (b) For different levels
m, we plot the mean square 〈r2〉m of the radial position of
the impurity in the presence of a liquid at ν = 1/3, ν = 1/5,
and in the absence of the liquid. The slope of the linear rela-
tion between m and 〈r2〉m characterizes the quantization of
angular momentum.
uid particles, and a “Pfaffian”-like quasihole, of charge
νe/2, which is anticorrelated only with one particle of
each pair. By Monte-Carlo integration of their wave func-
tions (see also Supplemental Material [33]), we verify that
Eq. (3) holds for an impurity bound to a “Laughlin”-type
quasihole in the Moore-Read liquid. In contrast, for an
impurity bound to a “Pfaffian”-type quasihole, the for-
mula has to be modified by replacing ν with ν/2, that
is, Lmb =
2m+ν
2−ν . This modification accounts for the fact
that the “Pfaffian” quasihole only “sees” half of the liquid
particles.
Results for multiple impurities. Having established the
angular momentum levels of a single impurity, Eq. (3), we
now ask how 〈Lˆb〉 behaves in the presence of Nb impuri-
ties. To obtain states of zero interaction energy, the total
angular momentum needs to accommodate the anticor-
relations of the majority liquid, the presence of Nb quasi-
holes, and, for fermionic impurities, a Vandermonde de-
terminant
∏
i<j(wi −wj). Thus, the zero-energy ground
state occurs at L = Lq + NbNa +
1
2Nb(Nb − 1), and its
wave function reads:
ΨF,qhs ∼

Nb∏
i<j
(wi − wj)

 ·

Na∏
i=1
Nb∏
j=1
(zi − wj)

Ψq. (4)
Naively, one might expect that the total angular mo-
mentum of the impurities is equal to the value obtained
from filling the single-particle levels, Lb,Fermi(Nb, ν) =∑Nb−1
m=0
m+ν
1−ν =
1
q−1 [
q
2Nb(Nb − 1) + Nb]. However, this
expectation is not correct: Fig. 3 shows our numerical re-
sults for 〈Lˆb〉 as a function of the number Nb of fermionic
impurities, interacting with a bosonic or fermionic liquid
(Na = 20) at different filling factors ν. For compari-
son, we also plot Lb,Fermi(Nb, ν) as well as the angular
momentum expected for Bose condensation in the lowest
impurity level, Lb,Bose(Nb, ν) = NbL
0
b = Nb
ν
1−ν . The nu-
merical value is intermediate, Lb,Bose < 〈Lˆb〉 < Lb,Fermi.
More precisely, it matches extremely well with the fol-
lowing interpolation formula:
Lb,Any(Nb, ν) = (1 − ν)Lb,Fermi(Nb, ν) + νLb,Bose(Nb, ν).
(5)
This formula suggests that the statistical parameter α,
which interpolates from Bose statistics (α = 0) to Fermi
statistics (α = 1), is given by α = 1− ν. This is in agree-
ment with the effective Hamiltonian derived in Ref. [26]
for impurities coupled to fractional quasiholes (see also
Refs. [34, 35]), and with the general expectation for a
Laughlin quasihole (α = −ν) bound to a fermion (α = 1).
Importantly, we note that similar results as shown in
Fig. 3 (with Na = 20) can already be obtained for ex-
tremely small Laughlin liquids (Na < 10), enabling the
detection of anyon statistics in microscopic quantum sim-
ulators.
Summary and Outlook. We have shown that (i) the
effective single-particle states for impurities bound to
anyons can be characterized by their fractional angular
momentum, and (ii) the filling of these levels is governed
by fractional statistics. Our findings provide a way to de-
tect anyonic properties without braiding via the density
of impurity particles. This eases anyon detection, pos-
sibly also compared to existing schemes based on local
density of state measurements [18, 19], pair-correlation
function of two impurities [24], or liquid density [21]. A
key difference of our approach to other proposals involv-
ing impurities [19, 24] is the fact that it keeps all impurity
particles fully dynamical. This realizes a non-interacting
gas of anyons, and an anyonic distribution function gov-
erns the impurity degrees of freedom. With this, the
setup is also suited to study, in future work, the intricate
thermodynamics of anyon gases.
The implementation of our ideas is possible either in
microscopic quantum simulators using atoms or photons
5FIG. 3. The impurity angular momentum 〈Lˆb〉 is plotted as
a function of impurity number Nb, for different filling factors
ν of the majority liquid in the Laughlin state. The numerical
results are obtained from Monte Carlo sampling in the wave
function Eq. (4) for Na = 20 majority particles. We also plot
Lb,Bose(Nb, ν) and Lb,Fermi(Nb, ν), the values expected if free
bosons or fermions would fill the effective single-particle levels
for impurities bound to quasiholes, as well as the anyonic
interpolation between both curves, Lb,Any(Nb, ν), defined in
Eq. (5). The numerical data is found to match very well the
anyonic prediction.
[10, 12], or in macroscopic electronic samples with opti-
cally created impurities such as excitons or trions. Signa-
tures of excitons bound to fractional quasiparticles have
been reported in [36], and the exciton density can be
detected via scanning-transmission-electron microscopy
[37]. Additional information covering long-range Hamil-
tonians is presented in the Supplemental Material. Fu-
ture work shall explore the potential of our scheme for
detecting non-Abelian anyons, and for studying thermo-
dynamics of anyons, including interacting anyons which
might themselves form FQH liquids.
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In the main text, we have considered analytic Laughlin-type wave functions with quasiholes which
bind to impurity particles. This construction provides an exact solution for a system in which the
liquid interaction is given by the parent Hamiltonian for the Laughlin state, and the interaction
between liquid and impurities is described by a contact potential. In this Supplemental Material,
we extend our studies of the main text to account for various deviations from this ideal scenario: (i)
We consider the effect of an increased interaction range, both within the liquid and between liquid
and impurity. (ii) We consider fractional quantum Hall liquids beyond the Laughlin paradigm,
specifically the case of a Moore-Read liquid with Pfaffian pairing. (iii) We discuss the binding of
impurities to quasiparticles instead of quasiholes. (iv) Finally, we also discuss limitations of our
scheme, specifically the breakdown at integer filling and for highly excited impurities.
I. INCREASING THE RANGE OF
INTERACTIONS
The Laughlin wave function at filling ν = 1/q is an
exact solution to a system of particles in the lowest Lan-
dau level which interact via Haldane pseudopotentials Vℓ
with ℓ < q. Strikingly, Laughlin liquids are also formed
in systems with long-range interactions. Specifically, the
ν = 1/3 state turns out to be a strongly gapped frac-
tional quantum Hall phase described by the Laughlin
wave function for a variety of electronic systems (semi-
conductors, graphene, etc.). Electrons in these systems
interact via a screened or unscreened Coulomb poten-
tial. Other potentials which support the 1/3 Laughlin
state are systems with dipolar potentials (e.g. dipolar
atoms, Rydberg atoms). Here we address the question
whether such long-ranged systems exhibit the same an-
gular momentum behavior for impurities bound to quasi-
holes which was discussed in the main text for the pseu-
dopotential model. Specifically, we will look at Coulom-
bic systems (screened or unscreened) described by the
potential [1]:
V (r) =
e2
ǫr
+ α
e2
ǫ
√
r2 + d2
, (1)
where the first term accounts for the unscreened Coulomb
interactions in a medium of dielectric constant ǫ, while
the second term provides a potential screening via a di-
electric plate at distance d/2 with dielectric constant ǫ′,
and α = ǫ−ǫ
′
ǫ+ǫ′ .
First, we consider the case of unscreened Coulomb in-
teractions within the liquid, and a rigid-body impurity-
liquid interaction of strength V0 (as it may for instance
apply to an impurity given by a charge-neutral exciton
without dipole moment, cf. Ref. [2]). In contrast to our
pseudopotential model in the main text, the liquid now
possesses a finite amount of interaction energy even in its
Laughlin-like ground state, which leads to the following
competition: When the angular momentum of the liq-
uid is increased to accomodate a quasihole, the system
may either form a quasihole and in this way reduce the
interactions between liquid and impurity, or it may re-
duce interaction energy of the liquid via high-order edge
deformations. From this perspective, it is clear that the
strength V0 of the liquid-impurity interactions will de-
termine the amount to which each of these two mecha-
nisms applies. Accordingly, considering the average an-
gular momentum 〈Lb〉 of an impurity in its ground state
(m = 0) as a function of V0, we find significant devia-
tions from the expectation L0b =
1
2
(for ν = 1
3
), but these
deviations decrease, when V0 is increased. For instance,
in a system of five electrons 〈Lb〉 = 0.28 when V0 = V1,
but converges to the value 〈Lb〉 = 0.39, when V0 & 10V1,
with V1 being the ℓ = 1 pseudopotential of the Coulomb
interactions given by Vℓ = Γ(ℓ +
1
2
)/2Γ(ℓ + 1) (in units
e2/lBǫ). These numbers further improve when the sys-
tem size is increased: For seven and eight electrons, we
have obtained values 〈Lb〉 = 0.49 and 〈Lb〉 = 0.52
This suggests that our findings from the main text ac-
curately describe also systems with unscreened Coulomb
interaction in the liquid and contact interaction between
liquid and impurity. However, the condition V0 ≫ V1 is
rather restrictive. In the case of exciton-electron interac-
tions, V0 is determined by the binding energy of a trion
[2]. Let us therefore also look at systems with screened
Coulomb potentials. For concreteness, we choose α = −1
and d = 2
√
2lB in Eq. (1). This choice dramatically
relaxes the requirements on the strength of V0. More
importantly, we may now allow for liquid-impurity inter-
actions and liquid-liquid interactions to be given by the
same long-ranged potential V (r). Such scenario could
2FIG. 1. Angular momentum of one impurity interacting via
contact interaction with a screened Coulomb liquid of Na = 6
electrons, for the twelve quasi-degenerate ground states which
exist at total angular momentum L = LLaughlin +Na + 4.
apply to impurities given by charged excitons (trions) or
electronic impurities (e.g. with spin polarization oppo-
site to the fractional quantum Hall liquid). In this case,
〈Lb〉 takes the value 0.5 in a system for seven electrons.
Let us further investigate the behavior of impurities in
a screened liquid. For concreteness, we will now consider
only the case of short-range impurity-liquid interactions,
corresponding to charge-neutral impurities. In analogy
to Fig. 1 in the main text, Fig. 1 of this Supplemental
Material plots the angular momentum of one impurity in
the twelve quasi-degenerate ground states which occur
when the total angular momentum is four units above
the value which corresponds to a unique ground state,
L = LLaughlin +Na + 4. This twelve-fold manifold is ex-
pected to contain five states with 〈Lb〉 = 0.5, three states
with 〈Lb〉 = 2, two states with 〈Lb〉 = 3.5, one state at
〈Lb〉 = 5, and one state at 〈Lb〉 = 6.5. Most significant
deviations from this “quantization” are seen for the lat-
ter states at largest 〈Lb〉, where 〈Lb〉 remains significantly
below the expected values. For the other states at smaller
〈Lb〉, in contrast, we observe the tendency to exhibit val-
ues slightly above the expected values. As a reason for
this behavior, we identify the fact that the long-ranged
potential lifts the degeneracy of the edge excitations, and
thus splits the degeneracy of this low-energy manifold.
Therefore, the infinitesimal mismatch between trapping
frequency for impurity and liquid particles, which in the
totally degenerate case was suited to separate states ac-
cording to their impurity angular momentum, does not
produce the desired splitting anymore. Instead, different
excitation levels of the impurity are now mixed.
The low-energy manifold as a whole, however, is un-
changed. Accordingly, if we average 〈Lb〉 over the full
low-energy manifold, we obtain exactly the value (2.25)
as obtained by averaging over the twelve ground states in
the degenerated model. Therefore, although the degen-
eracy lifting makes it more difficult or even impossible
to determine the “quantized” angular momentum values
Nb Na L Lb,Any 〈Lb〉
2 4 27 2 2.04
2 5 41 2 1.87
2 6 58 2 1.91
3 6 48 4.5 4.41
3 6 66 4.5 4.41
TABLE I. Filling the anyon sea: Nb impurities interact (via
contact interaction, V0 = 1 with Na electrons in a screened
Coulomb liquid (α = −1 and d = 2√2lB in Eq. 1), at Landau
filling ν = 1/3. The total angular momentum L is chosen such
that there is a unique ground state in which the impurities
can bind to Nb quasiholes. The angular momentum 〈Lb〉 of
the impurities matches well well with Lb,Any, the expected
value for non-interacting anyons defined by Eq. (5) in the
main text.
from excited eigenstates, it is not harmful to our actual
case of interest, which is the angular momentum of (mul-
tiple) impurities in a unique ground state. To this end,
we assume that the impurity levels in the long-ranged
liquid are still characterized by the same “quantization”
scheme, i.e. Lmb = L
0
b +
3
2
m. This then also defines the
value Lb,Any for anyonic filling of these levels, as given
by Eq. (5) of the main text. Accordingly, anyonic fill-
ing of the impurity levels should be reflected by 〈Lb〉 =
Lb,Any = 2 for two impurities, or 〈Lb〉 = Lb,Any = 4.5 for
three impurities. Strikingly, our numerical results for the
(unique) ground state of two or three impurities at total
angular momentum L = LLaughlin+NbNa+Nb(Nb−1)/2
exhibit values which are very close to the expected value
Lb,Any. The precise numbers are given in Table I.
In summary, these results demonstrate that our scheme
of characterizing anyons via the angular momentum of
impurities bound to the anyons potentially applies also
to systems with long-range interactions, provided a suffi-
ciently strong screening of the liquid, and/or sufficiently
strong liquid-impurity interactions.
II. MOORE-READ LIQUIDS
Our scheme can also be applied to fractional quantum
Hall liquids which are not of the Laughlin type. Here, we
consider a non-Abelian liquid described by the Moore-
Read wave function:
ψMR(z) = Pf
(
1
zi − zj
)∏
i<j
(zi − zj)q, (2)
where Pf denotes the Pfaffian. This state describes
fermions (bosons) for q even (odd). In presence of Na
particles this state has an angular momentum LMR =
q
2
Na(Na − 1)− Na2 .
There are two different types of quasiholes which can
be pierced into such liquid: (i) a “full” quasi-hole which
is in close analogy to the quasihole of the Laughlin liquid,
with charge e/q and requiring a total angular momentum
3L = LMR+Na; (ii) a “half” quasi-hole which only repels
half of the liquid particles, with charge e/2q and at L =
LMR+
Na
2
= q
2
Na(Na− 1). The wave function of the full
quasi-hole reads
ψqh1(z, w) =
∏
k
(zk −w)Pf
(
1
zi − zj
)∏
i<j
(zi − zj)q, (3)
whereas the “half” quasi-hole is described by
ψqh2(z, w) = Pf
(
(zi − w) + (zj − w)
zi − zj
)∏
i<j
(zi − zj)q.
(4)
As in the main text we assume that these quasiholes are
formed due to a repulsive impurity which binds to the
quasihole (i.e. w becomes the impurity degree of free-
dom). In Ref. [3] it has been shown that a Gaussian
potential is suited to produce either of the two types of
quasiholes, depending on the strength of the repulsion.
Now we address the question of how the impurity an-
gular momentum behaves when the impurity in either
of these two states, ψqh1(z, w) or ψqh2(z, w), is excited
to the mth level, that is, by multiplying the respective
many-body wave function with a prefactor wm.
The results are shown in Fig. 2. Not surprisingly, the
impurity bound to a full quasihole in the ν = 1/2 Moore-
Read liquid behaves in exactly the same way as an im-
purity in the ν = 1/2 Laughlin liquid, e.g. Lmb =
m+ν
1−ν .
However, for the bosonic Moore-Read liquid at ν = 1
this mean-field formula is not applicable, and the impu-
rity angular momentum is found to become a quantity
which scales extensively with the number of liquid par-
ticles. We note that this seems to be a generic behavior
at ν = 1, which is further discussed for the case of an
integer quantum Hall system in the section below.
For the angular momentum values of the impurity
bound to a half quasi-hole, we find that the mean-field
formula has to be modified by replacing ν with ν/2:
Lmb =
2m+ ν
2− ν . (5)
This modification accounts for the fact that the half
quasi-hole only “sees” half of the liquid particles. With
this modification, though, the mean-field formula de-
scribes well the behavior of impurities in bosonic or
fermionic Moore-Read liquids, as is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2.
In summary, the impurity angular momentum allows
to distinguish between different types of quasiholes in
the Moore-Read liquid, and to characterize their effec-
tive single-particle levels. In future work, we will explore
the scenario of multiple impurities in Moore-Read liq-
uids. Particular interest shall be given to the case of a
liquid with (at least) four impurities bound to half quasi-
holes. In this case, the non-Abelian nature of the liquid
is reflected by its topological degeneracy.
III. IMPURITIES BOUND TO
QUASIPARTICLES
So far we have only considered impurities which,
through repulsive interactions, bind to quasiholes of a
quantum Hall liquid. It is interesting to ask what hap-
pens if we have impurities which attract the liquid par-
ticles. Can they bind to quasiparticle and exhibit a be-
havior in close analogy to the impurities bound to quasi-
holes? Due to the more complicated trial wave functions
for quasiparticles (as compared to the quasihole wave
functions), we have not been able to answer this ques-
tion definitely by numerical evaluation. However, here
we provide a brief perspective on this subject.
To accommodate a quasihole the angular momentum
of the liquid has to be increased by Na quanta of angu-
lar momentum, whereas the formation of a quasiparticle
requires to reduce the angular momentum by the same
amount. This suggests that an impurity particle bound
to a quasiparticle shall carry negative angular momen-
tum. Mathematically, this is possible if the Landau level
basis of the impurity is the complex conjugate of the
Landau levels for the liquid. Physically, this is possible if
the coupling to the gauge field (charge × magnetic field)
is reversed. Indeed, it seems natural that such reversal
occurs for an impurity which binds to a quasiparticle:
In this case, the impurity shall carry a charge which is
opposite to the charge of the liquid particles (e.g. a pos-
itively charged trion which binds to negatively charged
electronic quasiparticles), and with this, the impurity will
be subject to opposite magnetic fluxes. This leads to the
following ansatz for a single impurity, bound to a quasi-
particle at position w, in themth effective impurity state:
Ψm,qp(w) = w
∗m
Na∏
i=1
(∂i − w∗)ΨLaughlin, (6)
where the asterisk denotes the conjugate of the complex
position. In this wave function, the impurity “sees” the
liquid particles as conjugated fluxes, in close analogy to
the quasihole case. Thus, we expect that the same re-
definition of magnetic length applies also to the effective
impurity Landau level. This implies that the effective
impurity Landau levels for quasiparticles are the conju-
gate of those for quasiholes given by Eq. (1) in the main
text, and accordingly, the impurity angular momentum
is given by Eq. (3) of the main text, yet with opposite
sign.
IV. BREAKDOWN OF THE MEAN-FIELD
THEORY
There are different scenarios in which the mean-field
result (specifically Eq. (3) of the main text) ceases to de-
scribe the behavior of an impurity bound to a quasihole:
(i) Eq. (3) of the main text breaks down for ν = 1, as
we already mentioned above in the context of a bosonic
4FIG. 2. Left: Average angular momentum of one impurity bound to a full quasi-hole in a Moore-Read liquid (ν = 1/2), as a
function of the excitation index m. The solid line represents the expectation from the mean-field formula, Eq. (3) in the main
text. Right: Average angular momentum of one impurity bound to a half quasi-hole in a Moore-Read liquid (different fillings),
as a function of the excitation index m. The solid line represents the expectation from the mean-field formula, Eq. (3) in the
main text, after replacing ν by ν/2.
Moore-Read liquid. (ii) In the limit of large excitation
index m, the impurity reaches the edge of the system,
and deviations from Eq. (3) of the main text can be ob-
served. In the following, we discuss these two breakdown
scenarios in more detail.
A. Breakdown at ν = 1
The mean-field picture, which yields Eq. (3) of the
main text, assumes a screening of the magnetic field due
to the liquid particles. In this picture, a liquid at ν = 1
would entirely screen the magnetic field, and the assump-
tion of our model that both liquid and impurity are sub-
ject to the lowest Landau level breaks down. This re-
stricts Eq. (3) of the main text to fractional quantum
Hall liquids at ν < 1.
Thus, it is interesting to ask how an impurity in an
integer quantum Hall liquid at ν = 1 behaves. Therefore,
let us write down the wave function which describes such
scenario:
Ψm = w
m
∏
1≤i≤Na
(w − zi)
∏
1≤i<j≤Na
(zi − zj). (7)
In the impurity ground state, m = 0, both the impurity
coordinates and the liquid coordinates are on equal foot-
ing, thus we can immediately conclude that the impurity
angular momentum must be equal to the angular momen-
tum per particle, L0b = Na/2. This establishes a stark
contrast to the fractional case: While in the fractional
scenario the average angular momentum of the impurity
is independent from the number of liquid particles, in the
integer case the average impurity angular momentum be-
comes an extensive quantity.
We may further ask what happens for excited impurity
states, i.e. for m > 0. To address this scenario, we have
computed the average angular momentum of the impu-
rity by Monte Carlo integration applied to the wavefunc-
tion in Eq. (7). In the left panel of Fig. 3, the average
impurity angular momentum is plotted vs. the number
of liquid particles Na, for different m. Formally, these
results can very well be captured by the following ex-
pression:
Lmb = Na
m+ 1
m+ 2
(8)
Thus, the extensive character of Lmb exists for allm. This
establishes a clear difference between the fractional and
the integer scenario. In particular, in the integer case,
m cannot be interpreted as a quasi-quantum number of
impurity angular momentum.
We note that very similar observations as made here
for the integer quantum Hall system at ν = 1 have also
been made for the bosonic Moore-Read liquid at filling
ν = 1, see also the Section above.
B. Breakdown for large m
The previous subsection demonstrates that, in the frac-
tional quantum Hall liquid at ν < 1, the non-extensive
nature of the impurity angular momentum is a striking
and non-trivial feature. This feature keeps an impurity
with small m away from the edge. Nevertheless, it is still
possible to make the tracer particle explore the full size of
the system, if it is excited to large values of m. To deter-
mine the value ofm at which such breakdown is expected,
let us first estimate the size of the liquid: the highest or-
bital which is occupied in the Laughlin wave function at
5Fourth ex.
FIG. 3. Left: Breakdown of mean field theory at filling ν = 1, illustrated by impurity angular momentum vs. Na for different
impurity levels m. The impurity angular momentum has become an extensive quantity, and scale according to formula 8
represented by the solid lines. Right: Breakdown of mean field theory at large m, illustrated by impurity angular momentum
vs. m for three different fillings. The black lines represent the value (q−1)N for the three fillings, at which the impurity should
be at the edge of the liquid.
filling ν = 1/q is M = q(Na − 1), thus the system size
is on order of R ∼ √2MlB =
√
2q(Na − 1)lB. On the
other hand, an impurity in level m has a density peak at
W =
√
2(qm+ 1)/(q − 1)lB. Accordingly, we expect a
breakdown of our predictions for m ≈ (q − 1)Na.
By explicit Monte Carlo integration, we confirm that
the breakdown indeed happens near this expected value
of m. The results are shown in the right panel of Fig. 3:
For a fixed liquid size (Na = 12), we plot the average
value of the impurity angular momentum as a function
of m at different filling fractions 1/q. The solid lines
indicate the behavior expected from the mean-field for-
mula, Eq. (3) of the main text. The vertical black lines
indicate where, according to the above estimate, the de-
viations from this formula are expected (for the different
values of q). Indeed, we find that around these values of
m the impurity angular momentum remains below the
expectations from Eq. (3) of the main text.
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